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What does the video need to show?
When assessing your video evidence, the NET assessor will need to verify that it is you carrying out the work and no-one 
else. Each of your videos will need to include: 

• Introduction with your face clearly visible stating your name, date, time and project/site/job name.
• Close ups of the work being carried out – to assess your competence we will need to clearly see the system you are working on. If 

you are unable to get a colleague to film you, this could also be done using a mobile phone tripod. See the examples shot below 
for what we are looking for. 

• Verbal explanation – describe what you are doing and why during the close-ups – this will help to show the assessor that you 
understand the task you are carrying out and demonstrate your knowledge and competence with the systems.

Why am I being asked to video my work? 
The Experienced Worker Assessment is an assessment of your competence. Therefore, we must see live recordings of you carrying 
out specific tasks on recent projects. It is not acceptable to assess your competence for this assessment from a photograph of a 
current or past project. 

Some processes (such as installation) take a long time - do I need to record the whole thing? 
We do not require the full process – in the NETassess system you will be given detailed notes against each task, 
to show the key points you need to capture. 

You can then stop and start the recording as needed to capture just what is required. You will be able to upload multiple 
videos to NETassess showing key steps of a larger overall process. For each clip you will need to state your name, date, time 
and task/project/site/job name at the start of each video.

You have 12 months to complete the EWA, which should give time for you to access numerous projects and sites to capture 
the evidence that is needed.

What will be accepted by NET? 
To complete your Experienced Worker Assessment, you will be asked to upload video evidence 
of you performing a range of tasks. This video evidence will be assessed and marked by an 
independent NET assessor to ensure your work meets the Level 3 industry standard.

The shot below would be acceptable for the introduction 
(showing face clearly visible stating your name, date, time and 
project/site/job name) but not acceptable for close up work:

Example shots
The following shots show the level of detail/proximity that we 
require for close-up work:


